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Tbi. th••i. is written as a combined report of" the test vork

d01l1e 011 80_ of" the British uchines of"f"ered fC1r sale in Cuada.

These tractors have been tested and approved, with some minor

alterations, in ever-r case.

The reports herein are intended both as a guide to the farmer

in purchasing a machine and as a guide to the manufacturers in

order that they mq produce tractors Which will more neerly suit

Canadian agrieultural COJ1d1tiOll,e.
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THE APPLICATION OF THE BRITISH

TRACTOR 110 CANADIAN AGRICULTURE

INTRODUCTION

Immediately following the cesse.tion of hostilities of World

War II the Government of Great Britain, in co-operation with Dritish

industria] firms, began a world trade recoveryprogra:mme. Several

trade mdssions were organized and sent throughout the world to sur

vey the possibility of marketing British-made goods in foreign count

ries.

The Ford Motor Company of England was the first firm to enter

the Canadian market with their modified Fordsontractor now lmown

as the Fordson Major. This firm, in co-operation with the Ford

Motor Company of Canada, agreed to send a test unit to Canada to

observe its performance under Canadien prairie agriculture. This

machine arrived in Canada in the spring of 1947 and was completely

tested by the Department of Agricultural Engineering of the Univer

sity of Saskatchewan on the University Farm. The report of its per

formance re.sulted in the Ford Motor Company of England pstituting

an export programme to Canada to supply Canadian trade.

In the fall of 1947, the Government of the Province of Saskat

chewan, Departments of Co-operation and Agriculture were inclined

to encourage British trade in Saskatchewan. In support of this pol

icy, they st~died the British tractors then available and agreed to

purchase a Field-Marshall Diesel, Series"II, produced by Marshall,



Sons and Company Limited of Gainsborough, England. This tractor was

delivered to the University of Saskatchewan in the summer of 1948.

Coincidental with this move was the arrival of a British trade

mission to Canada to study Canadian conditions and to judge whether

their particular products would find market here. Since Canada is

largely an agricultural country it was only fitting that the major

portion of the men comprising this mission should represent British

firms producing agricultural machinery. These company represent

atives, in co-operation witliMr. W.G. Coventry, the United Kingdom

Trade Commissioner to Canada, arranged to have their respective mach

ines tested under Canadianconditions before offering them for sale.

Since the bulk of Canada t s agriculture is concentrated in the

three prairie provinces of .Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba, it

was decided that the majority of the test work should be conducted

under dry farming conditions.

Professor Evan A. Hardy, Head of the Department of Agricultural

Engineering at the Unive~sityofSaskatchewan, agreed to run actual

farm work trials on tractors in co-operation with the University

Farm. Reports from these trials as well as requests for certain.

necessary changes have been sent to the manufacturers concerned from

time to time indicating exactly how the machines are proving out in

Canada. To date several major alterations have been made to some

machines which have made them more suitable for use here. It would

appear that the manufacturers are definitely interested in producing

machines which would be most suitable for the Canadian market.

However it must be pointed out that the Canadian farmer has a

wide selection of all types and sizes from which to choose. He is,

therefore, very reluctant to purchase a machine unless it has most

2.



of the features he personally- preters 1D an agricultural tractor.

The 'British manufaeturers are learning the needs of the Canadien

farmer and are -adapting their machines to suit.

The prairie farmer, in general, will not purchase a machine

just because 1t is made 1n a particular count17, even though he

mq feel so_ loyalt,. to that COlmtry.

TEST PROCEDURE

The complete testing on each machine consisted of, a limber-up

period at which time any obviously necessary adjustments were made;

a complete belt test 1n accordance with the manuf'acturer' 8 recomraend

at10na, when specific tuelconsumption was calculated; a series of

drawbar tests carried out on the University Farm; and a comprehensive

anal,-sis of the tractor as to i t8 suitability to prairie agrieultural.

conditiona. Finally the traetor was given a rating for both drawbar

and belt horsepower ill order to compare it with Americo and Canadian

machiDes with which the',tarmer" 1actudliar and by which he can Jlatea

the particular tractor to his implements.

It was endeavoured, as closely as possible, to follow the s_

test procedure as to horsepower determinations as is conducted at the

Tractor Testing Station ot the University ot Nebraska. (2)

Limber-Up Period

All machines, before they were put under test load, were given

at least tift,. hours ot preliminary running in 8.D effort to make sure

that my stiffness inherent 1Ji a new machine was removed. At this

time the tractor was also checked as to fuel, on, and water leak.

and any other points that were found to be in need of a.d.jus_ent.



Belt Horsepower Test

At the end of the limber-up period the tractor was belted to

the Heenan And Froude Hydraulic Brake (Figure 1.) and tested in ac-

cordance with the manufacturer's specifications on engine speed. If

no specifications were given, the engine was run at several speeds

so as to have horsepower readings over the complete power range.

Figure 1. Heenan And Froude Hydraulic
Belt Dynamometer.

Before the actual test work was begun, the tractor was thor-

oughly normalized and the fuel requirement for the particular engine

determined. As far as possible, the fuel used during the belt test

was the fuel of the lowest octane number on which the gasoline trac-

tor Would operate without serious detonation and without retarding

the ignition beyond the manufacturer's recommendation. If no deton-

ation occurred, the ignition was advanced until borderline detonation



occurred, if no power loss resulted rr- this adTance. Since it is

usually recommended that the farmer operate his tractor on the lew

est grade ot gasoline possible without serious detonation and the

sacritice of power, the test work was governed accordiD~.

In the case otDiesel engines, medium-weight farm Diesel fuel

was used throughout the co~lete test. i'
Engine coolant temperatures were kept within the range specified

by the manufacturer, although this was not always possible under Maxi

mum Load.

The tests were done at the recommended speed or over a range ot

speeds at both Maximum Load end Rated Load.

Ma.x1Drum Load is the absolute maxiDlUll1 horsepower which the tractor

will deliver at a specified engine speed. For this test the ignitioD

and, if possible, the carburetor were both set to anoptiJamn point,

being the same setting as determined in the pre-test ruel selection.

The ign.ition was lett at this point throughout the remainder of the

test work on both belt and drawbar. The carburetors en all the British

machines tested during the 1950-1951 season were not fitted with ad

justable needle-va].vetype metering jets which are normally found on

American and Canadian gasoline tractors. Consequently, no manual ad

justment of the tnel-air ra'tio was possible.

Rated Load 1s a calculated value (85% of the Sea-Level Max1JnDIl

Belt Horsepower) which closely approximates the average·load for which

the engine is purenased. Tests are run at Rated Load oD1.7 as a. _es

of determ!ning specific fuel consumption at this load.

Specific fuel constDlption calculations are made to determine

the ruel efficiency of the engine. During the belt horsepower tetJts,

5.



Figure 2. David Brown "Cropmaster" on Belt Test Show
ing Fuel Weigh Scales.

fuel is fed to the carburetor from a weigh tank. Figure 2. The fuel

scale is read at the beginning and at the end of the test, the dif-

ference being the total weight of the fuel used. The specific fuel

consumption is expressed in pounds of fuel per horsepower hour for

a specified horsepower. This figure is the actual amount of fuel

that would develop one horsepower for one hour at that particular

power output. This term is the accepted one for the North American

continent. However, in England, the fuel consumption is expressed

in pints of fuel per horsepower hour. Somo difficulty 1s experienced

in relating the two figures, although if the specific gravity of the

fuel is given, the conversion is quite simple.

Drawbar Horsepower

Drawbar horsepower determinations were carried out under actual

field conditions on the University of Saskatchewan Farm. The tractor

under test was connected to a regular agricultural implement through

6.



Figure 3. Hydraulic Drawbar Dynamometer Similar
To The One Used For Tests.

an hydraulic dynamometer. Figure 3. This dynamometer indicated the

pull in pounds of the implement from zero- to five thousand pounds

with plus or minus twenty-five pounds accuracy. The speed of the

tractor was taken by timing the tractor travel over a measured dis-

tance and substituting the values in the following formula:

7.

Speed (m. p. h. ) __ Distance in Feet x 0.682
Time in Seconds

...••••. . (1)

Once the speed had been determined, the horsepower could be

calculated by substitution in the formula:

Horsepower = Pounds Pull x IDe p. h.
375

• ••••••• • (2)

A record of slippage of the drive wheels was also kept as ex-

cess slippage causes serious tire wear and lowered efficiency. The

Tractor Testing Station at the University of Nebraska allows a maxi-

mum of sixteen percent slippage under maximum load. The machines



were weighted sufficiently to keep slippage about the sixteen per-

cent level in order to conform with the Nebraska Tests.

Before each set of tests WAS conducted, the tractor was checked

to insure proper functioning in the field. The level of ruel, oil,

and water was inspected. The rear tire pressures were also checked

to insure that the tire pressure was twelve pounds per square inch (1)

with the valve stem in the lowest position. This pressure is the

lowest pressure recommended by the Tire And Rim Association for rear

farm tractor tires. The total weight of the machine was recorded,

as well as the weight on the front and rear wheels. This total weight

included the weight of the tractor as tested including fuel, oil,

water, and operator.

Fuel consumption figures were not recorded for the drawbar tests

because it was felt that the machine would require approximately the

same amount of fuel under maximum load, whether belt or drawbar.

Figure 4. Draubar Test Apparatus. Note Added Weight
And Drawbar Dynamometer.

While the drawbar test procedure appears rather simple, such

is definitely not the case. Trials were taken over a period of

8.



several days so as to nullify, as far as possible, the atmospheric

and soil conditions ofa particular day.

Referring to equation (2), it is seen that drawbar horsepower

is a function of both speed and load, the proper balance between the

two giving maximum horsepower. Several hours of trials were necess

ary before the balance could be reached and the test completed.

Horsepower Correetion

In order to have a connnon basis for comparison between dlffer-

ent machines, a horsepower correction :formula is used to partially

correct for variations in atmospheric pressure and temperature.

BHPc = BHPo x CPs + Po) x ITo;- Ts

where:
BHPc - Corrected brake horsepower
BHPo - Observed brake horsepower

Po - Obsenved.barpmetric pressure in inches
of mercury

Ps - Standard barometric pressure in inches
of mercury

To - Observed absolute temperature in OF
Ts - Standard absolute temperature in °F

This formula is the same as is used at the Tractor Testing Station

at the University of Nebraska and corrects horsepower readings to

29.92 inches of mercury and sixty degrees Fahrenheit or what are

known as Sea~Level conditions.

However, this formula really only applies to engines where the

volume and density of the air are the governing factors. Where the

amount of fuel governs the maximum power, as may well be the case in

a Diesel engine, the formula does not strictly apply. Considerable

controversy arose when Diesel horsepower determinations were correct-

ed by this means. In an effort to clarify the problem as to whether

9.



this calculation could be used on Diesel engines, a letter was sent

to Professor C. 'W. Smith, Chairman, Tractor Testing Board, University

of Nebraska, a.sking his opinion. His reply states in part:

liThe question as to whether or not the conventional
correction formula applies is controversial when con
sidering Diesel engines, and all I can say is that we .
have seen fit to continue its use here without too much
justification• ••• Most Diesel engines operate with an
excess of air. If that is true, the power of the engine
is directly proportional to the fuel and the correction
formula would not apply. However, if the fuel has been
increased until there is no excess air, then the correct
ion formula would apply. It

While Diesel fuel pumps on the tractors tested were not altered

to increase the fuel flow, the lower atmospheric pressure tended to

cause the same relationship as would appear if the amount of fuel

was increased, that is, an optimwn amount of fuel for the air avail-

able at maximum power. Hence, the correction formula has been app·

lied to all engines, gasoline and Diesel, in an attempt to correlate

the figures obtained with those obtained at the Unrversity of Neb-

raska.

Tractor Rating

All machines produced in the United States and Canada which

have been officially tested at the University of Nebraska are given

a horsepower rating. This rating is slightly less than the maximum

power to make sure tha~ the oper93.tor will develop rated power and

have a little to spare if the need arises. For drawbar horsepower,

the rated horsepower is seventy-five percent of the Sea-Level max-

imum. For belt horsepower, it is eighty-five percent of the Sea-

Level maxim~ Hence, when a machine is sold, it is given an offic-

ial rating listing the rated drawbar horsepower and the rated belt

10.



horsepower.

Similar calculations were done on the British tractors on test

here to enable the farmer to class the machine with the machines

with which he is familiar. It also allows him to match his tractor

to implements which he may have or propose to buy.

General Performance And Practicability

The complete test on a machine generally required about three

hundred hours of operation. During that time many personsassociat

ed wi~h Canadian farming had the opportunity to observe the operation.

From their comments was compiled a list of desirable characteristics

for a tractor which operates on the Canadian prairies. These points

are not necessarily listed in order of merit as personal preference

governs anyone particular choice.

1. Simplicity and ruggedness are essential if the machine is to

withstand 8Ily amount of hard work. Simplicity does. not necessarily

mean simplicity of design, but more ease of opera~on and servicing.

The modern tractor with a Diesel engine is far from a simple machine

but the Diesel engine requires very few adjustments in the field so

.1ts operation and servicing are not at all complex.

Tied directly to this point is availability of replacement

parts. If no parts are available within a reasonable distance, then

the tractor would not be an advisable unit to purchase.

2. A complete range of working speeds is very desirable. On the

prairies, there is very little work done other than that in the field.

Hence the majority of gear selections should be within the three

miles per hour to five miles per hour tillage speeds. Of course, a

creeper gear and a road gear are also very desirable.

3. Operator comfort is now being stressed more and more. It is

11.



a change that should have been made long ago. A comfortable tractor

seat, spring loaded 8Jld ~draulically dampened is to be desired. Con

trols and instruments should be within easy reach to reduce driver

fatigue. steering wheels should be so placed as to offer the least

interference with visibility but be comfortable to hold and easy to

turn.

4. Complete dust-proofing of a tractor is essential if it is to

operate for any length of time under semi-arid conditions. Engines

having moving parts exposed to the air will deteriorate rapidly in

the dust and dirt. Oil-bath air cleaners of adequate capacity should

be fitted to all air intakes of the engine.

S. A strong SWinging drawbar fastened well ahead of the tractor

rear axle housing is a necessity for prairie field operations. A

trac:bor operating with a wide furrow-type machine must pull the imp

lement with considerable side draft, that is, the: centre ot pull on

the.,tractor and the centre of resistance on the implement do not at

all coincide with respect to distance from the furrow wall. Hence,

under some heavy pulling conditions, the side thrust offered by the

implement hitch is sufficient to cause the tractor to leave the tur-

"row in spite of the operator t s efforts to the contrary.

6. General appearance is now being stressed more than ever.

vlhile the farm tractor is primarily a functional unit, the farmer

v"ants a machine which he will be proud to own and operate.

These are a few of the desirable qualities in today's agricul

tural tractors. In discussing a particular machine, some reference

may be made to one or more of these points with'a tendency towards

emphasis of the failings rather than the merits, since an operator

wishes to know exactly what he can expect from his particular machine.

12.



TEST.' RESULTS

In summarizing the test work conducted on each tractor, the ac

tual tests are listed. A brief statement as to the machine rs general

operation is also given indicating the difficulties which arose during

the season's operations.

In each case the tractor serial number and engine number are

given to relate particular faults to a specific model since, in some

cases, new models are already being designed and produced incorporating

some or all of the suggested improvements.

If, at the time of the test work, there was no rated engine speed

listed either for drawbar or belt work, horsepower determinations wer~

run over a range of speeds up to and including maximum-governed speed.

Unlike American and Canadian manufacturers, the British govern their

engines to fl: safe maximum but generally give a rated speed somewhat

below this maximum. The Canadian farmer is accustomed to opening the

throttle to its fullest extent and so obtain maximum performance from

his machine at all times. Undoubtedly he will continue the same pro

cedure should he purchase an English machine.

13.



David Brown "Cropmaster"

Figure 5. David Brown "Cropmaster"

Specifications

14.

Tractor Manufacturer
Serial Number
Engine Manufacturer
Engine Number
Fuel Used
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine Speed

- David Brown Tractor Group
- P 26040
- David Brown Tractor Group
- AG 4 737
- No. 3 Tractor Gasoline
- 4
- 3.5
- 4.0
- up to ~OOO R.P.M.

Theoretical field speeds at 0% slippage and 2000 R.P.
on 11.00 x 28 inch tires.

Gear Speed Gear Speed
m.p. P... m.p.11.

1 Low 2.08 3 Low 7.67
1 High 5.12 3 High 18.90
2 Low 3.86 R Low 3.35
2 High 9.51 R High 8.27

Belt Horsepower

On examination of Table I it is noted that the column "Engine

Speed R.P.M." is given to plus or minus one percent. Since it was

almost impossible to obtain engine speed directly off the crankshaft,



Table I
David Brown ttCropmaster"
Meximum Belt Horsepower

October 1950

15.

Engine
Speed
R.P.M.
(~ 1%)

Observed
Horse
power

Fuel
Econo~

Ibs. /1L. P. Hr.

Barometric
Pressure
In. Hg.

Air
Temp.
of.

Sea-Level
Horse
power

2000

1600

1400

29.6 0.625 28.30 60 31.2

24.9 0.613 Z7.90 70 26.7

22.4 0.610 28.30 60 23.6

Table II
David Brown "Cropmastertf

Rated Belt Horsepower
October 1950

Engine Fuel Air
Speed Calculated Observed Econo~ Barometric Temp.
R.P.Me Rated H.P. Test ReP. Ibs.!I'P.Hr. Pressure OF.

2000 26.5 27.2 0.653 28.60 78

1600 22.7 22.4 0.622 28.40 71

1400 20.1 21.3 0.614 28.40 72

the speed of thepower-take-off was used as a means of recording eng

ine speed. The ratio of engine speed to power-take-off speed is 2.69:

1 in low range as determined from the instruction book which allows

any conversion to determine the desired engine speed. Since the power-

take-off shaft turns at 0.372 times engine speed, any error in measur-

ing its speed would be multiplied 2.69 times. As is seen from this

table, belt horsepower determinations were run at two thousand revolut-

ions per minute, sixteen hundred revolutions per minute, and fourteen



16.

hundred revol1J.tions per minute. Columns two and three headed "Observed

Horsepower" and"Fuel Economy" respectively, are maximum observed

horsepower obtainable at· the particular speed and the specific fuel

consumption for that horsepower. The columns "Barometric Pressure"

and '-'Air Temperature" are included to allow the Sea-Level Correction

Formula (Equation (3)) to be applied to obtain the c8.l.culated ttSea-

Level Horsepowertt , column six.

Table II lists the Rated Horsepower for the same speeds. Column

two is the Rated Horsepower calculated from the Sea-Level Maximum

Horsepower. Column three is the actual horsepower developed during

the test and requiring the amolL~t of fuel as listed in column four.

Columns five and six are included only as a record of atmospheric

conditions.

Drawbar Horsepower

T.able III
David Brown "Cropmasterll

Maximum Drawbar Horsepower
September 1950

Engine
Speed
R.P.l1.

2000

1600

Draft Speed Observed Slip Barometric
Lbs. mep.h. Horsepower % Pressure

2100 4.45 24,.90 12.2 28.20

2100 3.26 18.30 11.4· 28.40

Weight of tractor as tested - 5610 pounds

Air
Temp.
OF.

6z

55

Sea-Level
Horse
power

It can be seen from Table III that the drawbar horsepower is a

function of speed and load since the draft remained the same at each

engine speed but the ground speed increased. The horsepower correct-

ion for barometric pressure and air temperature has been made so that

a rating can be established.



Referring toT~ble IV, if sixteen hundred revolutions per

minute was chosen as the tractor I s rated speed, then the machine

would be marketed as 14.5 - 22.7 horsepower, being the rated draw-

bar horsepower and the rated belt horsepower at the above speed.

By comparing the rated horsepower figures from the above table Vitb

the official Nebraska Tests on American and Canadian machines, a

farmer is able to class a particular machine in a certain power

range.

Table IV
David Brown nCropmaster"

Tractor. Rating

17.

Engine Speed
ReP.Me

Drawbar:
2000

1600

Sea-Level Rated
.." Horsepower Horsepower

26.4 19.8

19• .3 14.5

Belt.

2000

1600

1400

31.2 26.5

26.7 22.7

2.3.6 20.1·

Operational Comments

The David Brown "Cropmaster" using gasoline as a fuel appears

to be 8:\YffIrY acceptable unit for Canadian agriculture. It is actually

a larger tractor than its physical bulk would suggest.

During the season's operations, several important points have be-

come apparent. Most of the operators were men who have had experience

on American and Canadian machines. The comments that follow include

many of the suggestions offered by these operators as well.as observat-



ions of the staff of the Department of Agricultural Engineering.

Figure 6. David Brown "Cropmaster" Hauling Nine Tons
of Hay Bet\ofeen Dundurn and Saskatoon.

The auxiliary hand clutch lever and the two speed power-take-off/

belt pulley are features which are very desirable in an agricultural

tractor. This clutch definitely facilitates connecting to drawn imp_

lements and to belt loads. A safety spring incorporated into the

lever returns the clutch to the disengaged position should the opera-

tor unintentionally release it. The latest trend in power-take-off

drives is to have the power-take-off shaft driven independently of

the forward motion of the tractor so that the tractor could be stopped

without affecting the power-take-off. It might be well for British

manufacturers to consider this point when making design changes to

suit the overseas market.

The drawbar tests were very favourable, again considering the

size of the machine. The motor has ample power for field work, the

governing factor being wheel slip. It is felt that in the light

prairie soils the normally fitted 11.00 x 28 inch rear tires are

hardly large enough to obtain the most satisfactory performance from

18.



this machine. It .will be noted from Table III that the weight of

the tractor as tested was five thousand, six hundred ten pounds.

Of this, twenty-three hundred pounds was in the form of liquid and

solid weight on the rear of the tractor. Only through the addition

of this weight could wheel slip be controlled to an acceptable limit.

Some diffic~ty arose during the field test work caused by the

stationary drawbar. Negotiating corners with a wide disc-type mach

ine was almost impossible even with the assistance of individual

wheel brakes.

This tractor is suffering from a common fault fOund in most

British tractors of not having been adequately protected from dust.

In England, there is no doubt but what this machine performs very well

under humid conditions where large quantities of dust are not a pro

blem. Considerable concern is felt over the position of the air in

take pipe and the open clutch housing. While air cleaners are not

one hundred percent efficient, their operation can be aided by elev

ating the air stack above the heavily dust-saturated area. Since the

clutch area is naturally oily from motor leaks, this oil combines with

the dust to form an abrasive. Undue clutch and pressure plate wear

will result if this tractor is operated for any length of time under

dry-soil conditions.

The transmission of the David Brown "Cropmaster" is not as use

ful as it could be. On examination of the field speeds at two thous

and revolutions per minute, it can be seen that there are only two of

the five field gear selections that are of much use to the prairie

farmer. While a multi-speed gearbox is very desirable, the

contained should be well within the working range.

The complete tractor itself, apart from being of slight1

19.



different design than the conventional American and Canadian machines,

is a fine po'Wer unit and should suit Canadian agriculture as 'Well as

any other tractor. There is no one engine on the market that satis-

fies all the necessities for dry-land agriculture as tractors are made

for 'World 'Wide market. The foregoing limitations are not serious in

themselves but might offer some user resistance if not altered.

Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Figure 7. Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Specifications

20.

Tractor ~funufacturer

Tractor Number
Fuel Used
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine Speed

- Marshall, Sons & Company, Limited
12006

- Medium-Weight Diesel
- 1
- 6.5
- 9.0
- 750 R.P.Me



Theoretical field speeds at 0% slippage and 750 R.P.M.
on 14.00 x 30 inch tires:

Gear Speed Gear Speed
m.p. h., m.p.h.

1 2.60 5 8.15
2 3.52 6 11.30
3 4.87 6 (opt.) 10.00
3 (opt.) 4.30 Rl 2.00
4 6.00 R2 4.30

This tractor- is the first British machine in production in

which are incorporated some of the recommendations put forth by

Professor Evan A. Hardy to adapt the Field-Marshall Diesel to Can-

adian conditions. This does not mean to say that the tractor m.odel

was changed expressly to suit Canada, but that new models now incor-

porate some changes which make them more applicable to Canada.

The Field-Marshall Diesel, Series II, the immediate predecessor

to the Series III, was tested at the University of Saskatchewan in

1948 at which time some of the faults came to light. It ~s grati

fying to note that British machine companies are willing to change

their designs so as to cause the Canadian farmer less concern and so

increase their tractor sales and popularity.

Halt Horsepower

The Maximum Belt Horsepowe.r as shown in Table V is somewhat dis-

appointing as the British test on this, tractor shows a maximum belt

horsepower of 39.8. There is always a discrepancy between the horse-

power determinations here and those in England, with the English re-

sults being one to two horsepower higher. This difference can be at-

tributed to air temperature and pressure tor which there is a partial

correction and to relative humidity which is not taken into consider-

21.



ation. However, these comparisons were always made· on a four-stroke

cycle gasoline or Diesel engine. The Field-Marshall Diesel is an

atmospherically-charged two-stroke cycle Diesel which is at present

not common in an agricultural tractor. It is felt that this type of

engine is unduly influenced by reduced atmospheric pressure to such

Table V
Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Maximum Belt Horsepower
August 1950

Engine Observed Fuel Barometric Air Sea-Level
Speed Horse- Econo~ Pressure Temp. Horse-
R.P.M. power Ibs. /H. P•Hr. In. Hg. OF. power

745 27.6 0.509 28.45 79 29.2

Table·· VI
Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Rated Belt Horsepower
August 1950

Engine Fuel Barometric Air
Speed Calculated Observed Economy Pressure Temp.
R.P.Me Rated R.P. Test H.P. 1bs. /Ii.P.Hr. In. Hg. OF.

750 24.8 25.3 0.502 28.52 71

an extent as to cause a power drop of OVer ten horsepower. Coincid-

ental with this power loss 1s the relatively high fuel consumption.

\ The fuel pump was set to deliver fuel to develop forty horsepower at

full throttle if sufficient air was available to burn all the fuel.

Since the density of the air is reduced in the combustion chamber,

there is an excess of fuel for the air available. Therefore some of

22.



the fuel is not used for power but is merely passed out as sooty

smoke.

Under the present design there seems to be no way to counteract

this loss in power but the fuel economy can be increased by adjusting

Dl"8.wbar Horsepower

Table VII
Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Maximum Drawbar Horsepower
August 1950

Engine Barometric Air Sea-Level
Speed Draft Speed Observed Slip Pressure TeInp. Horse-
R.P.M. Lbs. m.p. h. Horsepower % In. Hg. OF. power

750 3000 3.12 25.0 11.7 28.20 58 26.5

Weight of tractor as tested - 8410 pounds.

Table VIII
Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III

Tractor Rating

23.

Engine Speed
ReP. Me

Drawbar:
750

Belt:

745

Sea-Level
Horsepower

26.5

Rated
Horsepower

the pump to deliver an optimum amount of fuel for the air available.

Referring to Table VIII, at seven hundred fifty revolutions per

minute, the rating for this Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III was

determined as 19.9 - 24.8.

Operational Comments

The tractor that was used for the test work at the University

was an experimental model of the Series III. It had been manufactured



Figure 8. Field-Marshall Diesel,
Series III, Showing Carbon Accum
ulation in Exhaust Ports After 125
Hours of Operation With Unsuitable
Oil.

along with eleven others, long before production models were avail-

able and used as a basis to predict the performance of the then pro-

posed Series III.

During the summer of 1950, several alterations in piston rings

were made in an attempt to eliminate, as far as possible, the pro-

b1em of ring sticking inherent in two-cycle engines. Along with the

research on piston rings were some studies on the proper lubricating

oil for this particular type of engine. Carbon formation in the com-

bustion chamber would tend to indicate that the piston be removed and

decarbonized every five hundred operating hours which is a definite

handicap to sales. Figure 8. There have been no definite conclusions

24.



as to the proper type of oil as yet. Experiments will still con-

tinue through the 1951 season in an attempt to reach some solution

to the lubricant problem.

Figure ·9. Field-1arshall Diesel, Series III Pulling a
Twelve Foot Fie,ld Cultivator.

When preliminary field trials were made with the Series III,

it was found that the nOrmally fitted third gear gave a slightly

higher speed than was desired for prairie tillage operations. It is

generally recommended that tillage speeds with the disc-type mach-

ines be kept to approximately four miles per hour. On a recommen-

dation from Professor Hardy, the Marshall Organization now offers an

optional third gear speed of 4.30 miles per hour to replace the orig-

inal 4. 87 miles per hour, which allows the trac~or to pull heavier

loads at a more acceptable speed as far as soil conservation is con-

cerned.

The Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III, is the only British trac-

tor at present on the Canadian market that is equipped with sufficien-

tly large tires to successfully convert engine power into drawbar

25.



work. With only the addition of fluid wheel weight, either ninety

percent or one hundred percent, the slippage was kept considerably

under the sixteen percent allowable maximum. Referring to Table

VII, it is noted that for maximum drawbar horsepower the slippage

was only 11.7 percent.

At the rear of the platform of the tractor is a hand lever which

releases the clutch so that when disengaged, the engine m~ be start

ed with very little danger of the tractor running aw~. Since this

lever is located near the drawbar, it is quite likely -that operators

will use it to move the tractor when connecting to drawn implements.

It has a disadvantage, however, in that of being spring loaded to

return to the engaged position if released. A serious accident could

result if an operator was careless in connecting to an implement if

his hand happened to slip off this lever, throwing the tractp~ into

gear.

Starting Diesel engines, especially in cold weather, has always

been a problem. This tractor uses a cartridge-type starter in con

junction with a fuse which will successfully start the engine in

temperatures down to twenty degrees below zero Fahrenheit. It is

essential, of course, that the viscosities of the engine and trans

mission lubricants be low enough to allow the engine to be easily

turned.

Running the Field-~~shallDiesel under ~ub-zero conditions

offers very little trouble. Since the engine has a large capacity

thermo-syphon cooling system, the water level can be lowered slightly

and the fan belt removed to allow the engine to run using boiling

water as a coolant. Very little loss will result as the steam

26.



condenses in the large water tank above the radiator before any

appreciable pressure is built up•

.Figure 10. Field-Marshall Diesel, Series III Operating
McCormick-Deering Thresher.

Since its introduction into Canada, the Field-~~shallDiesel,

Series III, has been very well accepted as an efficient agricultural

tractor. Its somewhat unconventional design is a slight diaadvan-

tage, but, as it becomes better known this point will gradually

disappear.

Fordson ~~jor Diesel

Specifications

27.

Tractor Manufacturer
Serial Number
Engine Manufacturer
Engine Number
Fuel Used
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine Speed

- Ford Motor Company of England
- 1147485
- F. Perkins Limited
- p6 TA 3049855
- Medium4ieight Diesel
- 6

3.5
5.0
1450 R.P.



Theoretical field speeds at 0% slippage and 1450 R.P.M.
on 11.00 x 36 inch tires. Standard 7.7 green spot trans
mission.

28.

Gear

1
2

Speed
m.p. h.

3.31
4.50

Gear

3
R

Speed
m.p. h.

11.,20
4.72

Figure 11. Fordson }~jor Fitted With Perkins
P6 Diesel.

This tractor is the first machine tested at the University of

Saskatchewan that did not require any major cqanges before being intro-

duced in quantity to the Canadian market since the basic tractor has

been used for many years. The Fordson Major is a direct descendant of

the old Fordson tractor and, except for a slight change in appearance,

there is very little difference between the two. The tractor on test

here during the 1950 season was a Diesel model although the gasoline

model had been tested and approved three years previous.

Belt Horsepower

The belt horsepower figures were most gratifying in that this is



Table II
Fordson Major Diesel

Maximum Belt Horsepower
September 1950

29.

Engine Observed Fuel Barometric Air
Speed Horse- Econo~ Pressure Temp.
R.P.Me power lbs.!I'P.Hr. In. Hg. of.

1450 46.4 0.496 28.;8 53

Sea-Level
Horse
power

Observed
Test ReP.

Engine
Speed
ReP. Me

1480

Calculated
Rated H.P.

Table ~

Fordson Major Diesel
Rated Belt Horsepower

September 1950

Fuel
Econ~

lbs.II'P.Hr.

0.496

Barometric
Pressure
In. Hg.

28.52

Air
Temp.
of.

67

the only tractor in which the test work here even approached that done

iR England. However, this advantage is probably due to the fuel pump

setting since F. Perkins Limited govern the power output of their eng-

ines by varying the amount of fuel delivered to the cylinders at maxi-

mum power. The economy, while not excellent, was well within the range

of that usually expected of a Diesel engine.

During the belt test it was found to be impossible to keep the

coolant temperature within the one hundred sixty degree Fahrenheit to

one hundred eighty degree Fahrenheit range as specified by the manu-

facturer even though the ambient temperature was fifty-three degrees

Fahrenheit. In just ten minutes of operation, the engine coolant temp-

erature reached two hundred eight degrees Fahrenheit which was the

boiling temperature of water on that particular day.

•



Drawbar Horsepower

Listed below in Tables XI and XII are the Ha.ximum Drawbar Horse-

power and the Tractor Rating respectively. For this tractor, the

rating was found to be 26.7 - 41.3.

Table XI
Fordson Major Diesel

Maximum Drawbar Horsepower
September 1950

30.

Engine
Speed
R.P.M.

Dr~

Lbs.
Speed
:m.p.h.

Observed
Horsepower

Barometric Air
Slip Pressure Temp.
% In. Hg. 0 F.

Sea-Level
Horse
power

3100 28.67 5S

Weight of tractor as tested - 7180 pounds.

Table XII
Fordson Major Diesel

Tractor Rating
September 1950

Engine Speed
R.P.M.

Sea-Level
Horsepower

Rated
Horsepower

Drawbar:

1450

Belt:

1450

Operational Comments

41..3

Since its delivery to the University, the Fordson Major Diesel

has done varied work on the University Farm. The Perkins Diesel engine

supplies ample power and more to successfully handle any implements

which are available on the FarD4 As mentioned previously, the belt



horsepower is exceptionally good and the drawbar horsepower followed

suit. Table XI shows that the tractor operated at a speed of slightly

over four miles per hour sustaining a pull of thirty-one hundred

pounds. However, the slippage was slightly higher than desired be-

cause of the fact that the tires are somewhat small.

Figure 12. Fordson Major Diesel Operating John Deere
Power-Take-Off Hay Baler.

Tires on this tractor follow the same trend as in most other

British machines in that they appear too small to efficiently transfer

power from the engine to the drawbar. The tractor was weighted with

fifteen hundred twenty pounds of liquid and cast iron which is close

to the limit for this tire size.

The Ford Motor Company has usually produced a balanced unit in thff

past, that is, all parts are designed to take the stress imposed on

them by the motor with an added safety factor. Since the tractor was

designed for a four-cylinder gasoline engine of much less power, con-

siderable concern is felt for the running gear when the Diesel engine

is used.
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Inadequate dust protection again comes to light in the examination

of this machine. The oil bath air cleaner on the motor is not of ample

capacity to remove dust and dirt. In fact,' during the complete oper

ation of the machine, approaching two hundred hours, the oil bath air

cleaner did not have to be serviced at aJ.l. Evidently all the dust

was being drawn in by the high velocity of air through a small intake

pipe. In an effort to effect a partial cleaning, a cyclone-type air

cleaner was installed so that at least some of the dust 'Would be re

moved before the air entered the engine.

The clutch on this tractor offers some difficulty. When the

engine is warm, it is almost impossible <to change the gear selections

without serious clashing. The clutch does not seem to release proper

ly. According to a Ford Motor Company representative, this seems to

be a common fault with the tractor.

The drawbar on this machine is very inadequate. The centre of

pull is considerably behind the rear axle which ca~ses difficult steer

ing under most conditions. There is also a tendency for the tractor

to rear when under heavy loads when fitted with this type of drawbar.

This effect would be minimized also if the machine was fitted with a

swinging drawbar fastened well ahead of the rear axle housing.

Gear selections are far too few in this tractor. Fortunately,

with the Diesel engine there is adequate power to reduce the engine

speed and so obtain varied working speeds. A multi-speed transmiss

ion is essential to prairie agriculture.

The Ford llifotor Company of England is now working on a new Fordson

which will incorporate some or all of the suggestions Which have

been made at the University of SaSkatchewan. It is probable that the
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company will replace the six cylinder Diesel with a four cylinder

Diesel to coincide with the four cylinder gasoline engine.

Fordson Major Gasoline

Specifications

33.

Tractor ~Umuracturer

Engine Manufactln-er
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine .Speed

- Ford Motor Company of England
- Ford Hotor Company of England
- 4
- 4.125

5.0
- 1200 R.P.Me

Theoretice~ field speeds at 0% slippage and 1200 R.P.l~

on 11.00 x 36 inch tires. Standard'7.7 green spot trans
mission.

Gear

1
2

Speed
m.p. h.

Gear Speed
m.p.11.

Belt Horsepower
'nable XIII

Fordson V~jor Gasoline
Maximum Belt Horsepower

1947

Engine Fuel Barometric Air Sea-Level
Speed Observed Econo~ Pressure Temp. Horse-
R.P.Me Horsepower 1bs.!H.P. Hr. In. Hg. of. power

1200 27.4 0.648 28.41 70 28.7

Draw-bar Horsepower

Maximtadrawbar horsepo\-Ier trials were not done at the time of the

belt test. Hence, no maximum figures are available.

Qperational Comments

The same criticism will apply to this unit since it differs only

in the engine from the Fordson Ma3~r Diesel.



One point, however, seems to be remedied with the lower powered

engine in that the tires are of sufficient size to transfer engine

power to drawbar work.

Nuffield Universal Diesel

Figure 13. Nuffield Universal Diesel

Specifications

34.

Tractor }Umufacturer

Serial Number
Engine Manufacturer
Engine Number
Fuel Used
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine Speed

- Morris Motors, Limited
(Agricultural Division)

- DM 4 NT 50213
- F. Perkins, Limited
- P4 TA 35972
- Medium-Weight Diesel
- 4
- 3.5
- 5.0
- up to 2000 R.P.

Theoretical field speeds at 0% slippage and 2000 R.P.Me
on 11.00 x 36 inch tires.

Gear Speed Gear Speed
p. h. m.p. h.

1 2.26 4 7.45
2 3.60 5 17.30
3 5.05 R 3.96



Belt Horsepower

Table XIV
Nuffle1d Universal Diesel

Maximum Belt Horsepower
February 1951

E.ngine Observed Fuel Barometric Air Sea-Level
Speed lferae- Econo~ Pressm-e Temp. Horse-
R.P.M. power lbs.IF'P. Hr. In. Hg. of. power

2000 31.4 0.541 28.75 66 32.6

1600 26.7 0.505 28.40 66 28.1

1400 23.9 0.488 28.75 66 25.6

-Table XV
Nuffie1d Universal Diesel

Rated Belt Horsepower
February 1951
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Engine
Speed
R.P.Me

2000

1600

1400

Calculated
Rated H.P.

27.7

21.8

Observed
Test H.P.

27.8

2.3.4

22.2

:Ue1
Econo;my
Ibs.!I'P. Hr.

0.559

0.498

0.508

Barometric
Pressure
In. .Hg.

28.72

28.72

28.72

Air
Temp.
OF.

78

72

70

This tractor, along with a Nufrield Gasoline tractor, arrived at

the University of Saskatchewan in November, 1950. Unfortunately win-

ter had set in so that no drawbar trials were possible. However, belt

tests were run indoors and the results tabulated.

On examination of Table XIV, it will be seen that the Perkins

Diesel engine seems to be tailored to run at fourteen hUndred revolut-

ions per minute as the best fuel economy was obtained at that speed.

The horsepower figures for maximum are considerably lower than those

obtained in England, again possibly due to the rare, dry air.

In attempting to run tests at two thousand revolutions per minute,



it was found to be impossible to obtain maximum horsepower without

lowering the engine speed. Since the engine is controlled by a pneu

matic governor, that is, controlled from 'the intake manifold vacuum,

the air strainers cause an increase in vacuum which reduces the volume

of fuel delivered to the combustion chamber. In order to overcome this

problem, all maximum tests were run with the dome-type centrifugal air

cleaner removed so as to lessen air restriction. It would appear that

the fuel pump had been set on this engine before the air cleaning access

ories had been installed. This is very undesirable under the present

type of governing as the engine will always run with. the air cleaners

intact.

No other trouble was experienced during the belt testing of the

tractor.

Operat.ional Comments

The Perkins Diesel engine will start quite easily at temperatures

down to ten degrees above zero Fahrenheit, proviejmg the battery is

kept in the fully charged state to allow cranking at a sufficiently

high speed for ignition of the fuel. The air heater and fuel spray

must be used until the engine starts and for some time after.

Of course the necessary precautions must be taken to lower the

viscosities of the lubricating oils to allow the engine to be turned

as easily as possible.

The battery supplied with this machine, while being of ample power,

is quite expensive to maintain and replace. Since the jolts encountered

infield work are very detrimental to battery life, it is felt that two

six....volt, forty-five or fifty-one plate batteries could be installed in

series to give more satisfactory operation. Replacement price for the

two six-volt' batteries would also be considerably lower.
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The chassis of this tractor is exactly the same as the Nuffield

Universal Gasoline unit and will be discussed under the report following.

Nuffield Universal Gasoline

Figure 14. Nuffield Universal Gasoline

Specifications

37.

Tractor Manufacturer

Serial Number
Engine Manufacturer

Engine Number
Fuel Used
Number of Cylinders
Bore (Inches)
Stroke (Inches)
Engine Speed

- Morris.l1otors, Limited
(Agricultural Division)

- PM 4 NT 75002
- Morris Motors, Limited

(Agricultural Division)
- TTA 95368
- Number 2 Tractor Gasoline
- 4
- 3.937
- 4.724
- up to 2000 R.P.¥..

Theoretical field speeds at 0% slippage and 2000 R.P.M.
on 11.00 x 36 inch tires.

Gear Speed Gear Speed
m.p. he m.p. h.

1 2.26 4 7.45
2 3.60 5 17.30
3 5.05 R 3.96



The Nuffield Universal with the gasoline engine has considerably

more power than the Nuffield Universal Diesel. It is a high compression

engine requiring number two tractor gasoline for satisfactory performance.

1liI.ble XVI
Nuf'f1eld Universal Gasoline

Maximum. Belt Horsepower
J anu81'7 19;1
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Engine
Speed .
R.P.M.

2000

1600

1400

Observed
Horsepower

Fuel
Econ~

1bs.Il'P.Hr.

0.671

0.612

0.592

Barometric
Pressure
In. Hg.

28.12

28.12

28.12

Air
Temp.
of.

95

92

8;

Sea-Level
Horse
power

Table XVII
Nuffield Universal Gasoline

Rated Belt Horsepower
January 1951

Engine
Speed
R. P. Me

2000

1600

1400

.Calculated
Rated II.P.

Observed
Rated H.P.

32.0

27.5

Fuel
Economy
1bs. III. P. Hr.

0.719

0.644

0.619

Barometric
Pressure
In. Hg.

28.25

28.25

28.25

Air.
Temp.
OF.

80'

80

80

This engine, similar to the Diesel model, appears to be tailored to app~

roximately fourteen hundred revolutions per minute since the best fuel

econo~ was obtained at that speed.

Operational Comments

While either the gasoline or Diesel model has not been operated in

the field, certain points are apparent from observation. The chassis

have been well designed and made almost entirely of cast iron thereby



adding to the weight to increase traction. The under sides of the

machines are very smooth so as to offer no catch spots for foliage.

The operator's position has been extremely well planned to give

ample vision and comfort. All necessar,y controls are within easy reach.

The drawbar on this machine is again inadequate for operation in

Canada. A short swinging drawbar, while better than a fixed drawbar,

does not allow sufficient flexibility when using wide furrow-type mach

inery.

WHEEL STRAKES

Introduction

The term "strake", although not a new word, is not connnon in

these days or rubber-tired tractors. It can be adequately defined as

a set of adjustable· lugs attached to a rubber-tired wheel.

While strakes are not generally available to the purchasing pub

lic as yet, there are sets und~r observation and test at the University

of Saskatchewan to determine their practicability as applied to Canad

ian agriculture.

strakes were developed in England for use on English tractors

and have been so universally accepted that many sets are sold as stam

dard equipment on tractors.

English soil and climatic conditions are somewhat like Canadian

coastal regions in that the soil is heavy and "greasy" when wet and

the clirn..ateis very humid. Tillage operations in these areas must be

done when the soil is damp.

In the semi-arid conditions of the Canadian prairies it is quest

ionable whether the addition of strakes would materially assist traction

in the loose, dry, soil. There would probably be a definite place for them

39.



where an operator has sloughs or low spots on his farm which are dry

enough to seed but which cannot be worked for lack of adequate traction

of the rubber-tired engine. They would seem to serve very well under

breaking conditions or where the soil is covered with a heavy green weed

growth.

In an effort to establish a definite opinion on such wheel equip-

ment, two different types were tested at the University during the 1950

season. The reports of these tests follow.

Darvill-Stanhay Retractable strakes

The Darvill-Stanhay Retractable Strakes were fitted to a Ford 8N

tractor on loan from the Ford Motor Company of Canada. The strakes are

very simple to operate as pointed out in the .. company literature:

tiThe strakeonce fitted to the tractor becomes an integral
part thereof and remains permanently fitted to it. lihen not in
use the strake acts as a wheel weight (the average weight for a
pair being some four hundred fifty to five hundred pounds), and
when required for field work it isa matter of merely loosening
four nuts, driving the tractor forward a few yards and tightening
the nuts again. To retract the strakes to enable the tractor to
proceed on road surfaces the procedure is reversed, both actions
taking a matter of only two or three minutes."

Test Results

Table XVIII shows the results of the tests with the tractor oper-

ating with a Ford Attached Plow. Tables X:VIV, XX, and XXI show the

operation with a Jolm Deere Plow and Packer, an Allis Chalmers Six Foot

Tandem Disc Harrow, and a l.fidwest Six Foot One \~ay D.isc respectively.

It is noted from these tables that operations were done in two

soil types, one very hard and one very sort. These tests were maximum

rather than average since such conditions were desired. In each case

the percent slippage reduction is noted.
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Table XVIII
Darvi1l Retractable Strakes

Ford Attached Plow
August 1950

-Ford 8N Tractor
Crested Wheat Grass Sod

.
Strakes Fully Retracted But
Used as Wheel Weight.

41.

Gear
Used

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

Strakes Fully Extended

Gear
Used

1
1
1
1

Speed
m.p.h.

2.65
2.78
3.44
3.36
3.14
3.21
2.98
2.76

Average Slip

Speed
m.p.h.

3.07
3.22
3.05

Slip
%

18.7
18.4
14.9
16.8
19.0
16.5
15.4
17.4
17.1

Slip
%

11.7
12.7
10.8
10.3

A.verage Slip 11.4

Percent Slippage Reduction 33.3%

Rolling Resistance:
Strakes Retracted
Strakes Extended

Increase

- 2~5 pounds
- 350 p01.Ulds
- 36%

Weight of strakes - 245 pounds each

Operational Comments

The tests on, Crested Wheat Grass sod were done when the soil 'Was

dry and probably in its toughest condition for tillage. In general,



Figure 15. Darvill-5tanhay Strakes, xtended, Show
ing Penetration of Lugs Into Soil. Furrow Ihee1.

Figure 16. DarviU-5tanhay Strakes on Ford 8 Tractor.
Strakes Retracted.
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Table XVIV
Darvill Retractable Strakes
John Deere Plow and Packer

August 1950

Ford 8N Tractor
Crested Wheat Grass Sod

Strakes Fully Retracted But
Used as Wheel Weight
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Draft
Pounds

Speed
m.p.h.

Horse
power

Slip
%

1675
2000
1850
1875
2000
2000

2. 57 11.. 5
2. 56 13.6
2.80 13.8
2.74 13.7
2. 54 13.5
2. 56 13.6

Average Slip

'18.4
21.0
16.3
18.4
21.2
2~.4

19.3

Strakes Fully Extended

Draft
Pounds

Speed
m.p. h.

Horse
power

Slip
%

Percent Slippage Reduction

1950
1875
1825
2100

2.88 15.0
3.08 15.4
3.00 14.6
2.73 15.3

Average Slip

13.9
10.5
10.3
~
12.3

36.2%

this size of tractor would not be used for sod breaking, but as men-

tioned before, 'ttreme conditions were desired.

When the strakes were in the extended position, they contacted

the ground in such a way as to give a very rough ride. This point was

not noticed when operating in the sort loam since the strakes entered

the soil with much less. effort.



Table XX
Darvill Retractable Strakes
Allis Chalmers Disc· HaITOW

August 1950

Ford 8N Tractor
Crested Wheat Grass Sod

Strakes Fully Retracted But
Used as Wheel Weight
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Draft
POlmds

Speed
m.p. h.

Horse
power

Slip
%

1100
1150
1000
1200

Strakes Fully Extended

2.81 8.3
2.76 8.5
3.06 8.2
3.16 10.1

Average Slip

20.1
18.6,
24.4
22.6
21.5

Draft
Pounds

Speed
m.p.h.

Horse
power

Slip
%

1150
1150
1250
1250

3.19 9.8
3.24 10.0
3.02 10.1
3.31 n.o

Average Slip

Percent Slippage Reduction

14.7
10.8
17.7
18.9-15.5

28.5%

The question as to the safety factor ~n individual machines

arises. If the safety factor happens to be the ability of the wheels

to slip when under heavy load, the strakes will definitely reduce

this factor and cause overloads on other parts of the machine. The

additional traction offered by the strakes also tends to cause the

tractor to rear under heavy load.s, especially when the drawbar is

not fastened ahead of the rear axle housing.



Table XXI
Darvlll Retractable Strakes

Midwest One-way
August 1950

Ford 8N Tractor
Loose Summerfal10v

Strakes Ful~ Retraeted But
Used as Wheel Weight.

45.

S.peed
m.p.h.

2.81
3.54'

Average. Slip

Strakes Fully Extended.

Speed
m.p.h.

3.07
3.68

Average Slip

Percent Slippage Reduction

Slip
%

18.6
21.8--20.2

Slip
%

12.5
13.5
13.0

36.0%

It was specifically noted with the Ford 8N tractor that some of

the attached implements, such as the field cultivator, allowed insuff-

iclent clearance for the strakes when extended. No doubt this fault

would arise with other makes of tractors using attached implements.

Some difficulty was encountered in retracting the strakes at

times as loose soil tended to pack in between the rubber tire and the

strake. Figure 16 shows this point quite well although the strakes

are in the retracted position. It was found to be impossible to ful~

retract the strakes without removing this soil.

While the wheel slippage was reduced considerably in every ease,

the average being 33.7 percent, there is some doubt as to whether there



would be any marked decrease in operating costs since the strakes,

when extended, offered an increase in rolling resistance of thirty

six percent.

Conclusions

The Darvill-Stanhay Retractable Strakes have performed very well

under the conditions of the tests. It appears that they would have

a definite place vfhere traction is a serious problem. However, it is

not known whether the added expense of the strakes would be advisable

in preference to liquid or solid wheel weight. There is also some

doubt as to whether the additionalexpens.e would warrant the general

use of strakes where the tractor is equipped with adequate tires and

weight.

The Bower ~lheel

Introduction

The Bower wheel is a heavy cast iron ring having adjustable

tines or lugs passing through it. The ring is bolted to the rim of

the tire. Adjustment is achieved by individually setting the tines

and securing them with large set screws on the housing of each lug.

The lugs may be set to any desired depth up to the maximum.

Test Results

Tests on this unit were done using a Field-Marshall Diesel, Ser

ies III, equipped with 14.00 x 30 inch rear tires. For the purpose

of the test the tires were air filled at twelve pounds per square

inch pressure. As can be seen from Ta'ble XXII, tests were done with

the strakes retracted, using them entirely as wheel weight, with the

strakes flush with the perimeter of· the tire, and with the strakes
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Table XXI!
BOwer Wheel

lfovember 1950

Tractor - Field-Marshall, Series III

Strakes Fully Retracted
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Draft
Pounds

Speed
m.p.h.

Horse
pO\-1er

Slip
%

1850 3.45
2050 3.39
2400 3.15
2650 2.48
3650 2.31
3800 2.20

Rolling Resistance
800 3.50

Strakes Flush With Perimeter of Tire

17.0
18.5
20.2
17.5
22.5
22.3

5.9
8.0
9.8
8.7

]4.8
17.6

Draft
Pounds

Speed
m.p.h.

Horse
power

Slip
%

1800 3.50
2000 3.41
2400 3.24
2700 2.46
3600 2.29
3850 2.14

Rolling Resistance
900 3.51

Strakes Fully Extended

16.8
18.2
20.7
17.7
21.9
22.0

6.2
7.2
9.1
9.7

15.6
17.3

Draft
Pounds

/

Speed
m.p. he

1[brse
PfMer

Slip
%

1850
2000 3.58
2350 3.14
2700 2. 58
3700 2.19
3800 2.02

Rolling Resistance
1200 . 3.40

19.2
19.6
18.6
21.6
20.5

10.9

6.8
7.5
9.4

10.1
16.2
16.7

Veight of Tractor as Tested - 7725 Pounds
Weight of Tractor Less Strakes - 6775 ft

Weight ofStrakes (2) 950 "



fully extended.

On examination of this table and comparing similar drafts for

the three operating positions, there is a slight advantage in some

trials and a slight disadvantage in others.

It seems apparent that, where a machine is adequately tired, as

is the case of the Field-Marshall, there is very little need for

traction-improving devices.

The rolling resistance of the machine was also increased as the

strakes were extended, requiring 3.4 horsepower when the strakes

were fully extended over the power required when they were fully re

tracted. This power loss must of necessity be subtracted from the

maximum pO\ler the tractor will deliver in the field.

Figure 17. Test Equipment For Bower Wheel

Operational Comments

Considerable time was necessary to set the strakes in the oper

ating position since each lug had to be set independently.
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When operating with the strakes partially extended or tully ex

tended, the lugs tended to hold the tire off the ground. This result-

ed in a reduction or tire-ground contact area. Since the lug is a

"Mule-foot" type, it contacts the ground with the flat surface of the

lug almost parallel to the surface of the ground. Figure 18. This

flat surface tends to lift the tractor orf the ground to such an ex-

tent that the normal traction offered by the tire was reduced. Thus,

it is possible that the strakes did increase traction slightly but the

combination of this gain and the loss in traction caused by the small-

er area or contact of the tire gave almost the same slippage as was

obtained when the strakes were used only as weight. Possibly a spade-

type lug would reduce this fault and hence would be more acceptable

for operation on the prairies.

Figure 18. Bower Wheel Shoving Angle of Contact or
Lugs and Depth of Penetration Into Soil.

If the strakes contacted any stones large enough to lift the

tractor, there is a possibility that the contacting lug would push
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in if the set screw was not sufficiently tight to resist this action.

't-lhen pushed in, the corner of the lug would dig into the tire and

cause serious chaffing of the tire.

When fully retracted, if the set screws again were not sufficient

ly tight, the strakes had a tendency to fly out when the tractor was

operating at road speeds. This would be a potential threat to any

thing in the near vicinity.

Conclusions

It appears tha.t a traction-improving device such as the Bower

Wheel has v~ry limited application to prairie a.griculture. A"change

of the type of lug would probably be of great value. However, unless

strake equipment is used on under-tired tractors, it appears to be

of limited value.

EXPERD1E.L'JTAL TIRES

Introduction

On test at the University of Saskatchewall is a Fordson Major

Tractor equipped with 'a Perkins p6 Diesel engine. This tractor is

normally equipped with 11. OOx 36 inch rear tires and 6".00 x 19 inch

front tires. There was some doubt, especially with the diesel eng

i~e, as to whether the s,:tandard tires had sufficient traction to hold

the wheel slippage within an acceptable limit under full load. In an

effort to determine whether this was so, a set of experimental tires

was shipped to the University to be used on the Fordson Major Tractor.

The set was composed of 14.00 x 28 inch rear tires and wheels

and 7.50 x 16 inch front tires and wheels. The rims were of cast

iron as opposed to the pressed steel rims of the standard tires.
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This difference of material caused the difference in the test weight

of the machine.

The actual test work was done under similar soil conditions so

as to have a common basis of comparison. ~~imum horsepower trials

were taken on both sets of tires since any advantage would appear

more clearly at that power. The results of the tests are shown in

Tables XXIII and XXIV which are the maximum horsepovler trials on the

standard tires and on the experimental tires respectively.

To give the standard tires every chance in the comparison, they

were filled with fluid and weighted to seven hundred sixty pounds

per wheel. The drawbar was raised to its fullest extent so as to

allow as much downward implement pull on the rear wheels as possible.

Figure 19. Fordson Major Diesel Mounted On
Oversi ze Experimental '1' ires. See Figure II
For Fordson Major Diesel on Standard Tires.

Test Results

It can be seen from Table XXIII that the maximum observed
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Table XXIII
Drawbar Horsepower

Fordson Major Diesel
Standard Tires
11.00 x 36 Re~ 
6.00 x 19 Front

Draft Speed Horse- S'lip
Pounds m.p. he power %

2900 4.36 33.7 l4.3

3000 4.19 33.5 16.1

3000 4.20 33.6 15.9

3100 4.13 34.1 16.7

Weight of Tractor as Tested - 7180 Pounds

Table XXIV
Drawbar HorsepQwer

Fordson Major Diesel
Experimental Tires
14.00 x 28· Rear 
7~50 x 16 Front

Draft Speed HOrse- Slip
Pounds m.P.he power %

2750 4.31 31.6 12.6

3100 4.36 36.1 13.9

3200 4.26 36.3 14.5'

3400 3.87 35.1 15.0

Weight of Tractor as ':nested -7740 Pounds

horsepower was 34.1 and the corresponding slippage was 16.7 percent.

This slippage is slightly over the sixteen percent allo\-table maximum

set down by the University of Nebraska Tractor Testing Station. How-

ever, at loads approaching maximum, the slippages were well within the



accepted. range. The weight ot the tractor as tested, including fuel,

011, water, aDd operatorvu seven 1;ho\188%1d, on.hundred 81111t)" peunds.

h aud.Datloa ot Table XXIY, 1t 1. noted that the II&X1aUJIl observ

ed. htWs.,ower vas 36• .3 vith a corresponding slippage of l4. 5 percent.

This 18 ~ 2. horsepower Mre than vas obtained on the standard tires

vith a slippage reducticm of 2. 2 percent. There vas no additicmal

weight other than ninet)" percent liquid in the rear tires. The weipt

ot the tractor as tested was seven thous8J1d, seven hundred tort)" p01D'lds.

9Pet,t1opal Coments

Here again, as vith the wheel strakes, the increased traction

could lover the satety factor ot the machine it such vas the abi11t,

ot the wheels to 81ip 1l11der hea..,-. loads. Theaetual decrease in slip·

page vas troll 16.7 percent to 14.5 pereent which UlO\1Dts to an in

ereasea efficiency of thirteen percent over the 11. 00 x 36 inch

tires. This reductioD in alippqe, vith the correapondiD.g i.».creu8

in horsepower, will tend to lover operating costs somewhat.

The appearance ot the ..chine 1s greatl)" imrpoTM when __tecl

on the experiMlltal tires. The Cuadiu farmer uea tire size as a

criterion in J'Wlgillg the pover and erficienq or a machine. fbi.

eq,lUpment is a det1nite sales boost.

. CgcluiOll'

As long as tractors are to be JDarketedwith large di_ter, ...n

.ectioD tires, there will be a definite place tor OYersisetires.



DISCUSSION

The tests reported herein were compiled on all machines that

were sent to the University of Saskatchewan for test. They are by

no means all the British machines available in Canada. Some others

are now offered for sale or will be offered for sale shortly. As they

are received at the University for test, reports of their performance

and operation will be submitted to the companies concerned in order

that they may anticipate how their machines are operating under Canad

ian prairie agriculture.

The test work conducted here is done also in the interests of

the Canadian farmer. As long as British machine companies avail them

selves of this type of service, reports on the operation of their

machines will be obtainable from the Department of Agricultural

Engineering of the University of Saskatchewan. These reports are

offered to farmers in an effort to familiarize them with new mach

ines as they become available, the reports of which are not easily

procurable from any other source.

Wheel strakes were included in the reports for two reasons.

Firstly, they will be available shortly on the Canadian market and

the British manufacturers requested comments on their operation and,

secondly, British tractors as a group seem to be undertired as com

pared to American and Canadian-built machines. In an effort to off

set this difficulty, the strakes were tested, since, in some instances

they are offered as standard equipment on British tractors.
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CONCLUSIONS

When Britain began exporting agrict.1ltural. machinery, partiew.arl,.

tractors, to Canada, she was entering a relatively Utllmown market.

The machines she offered were production-line models which were well

suited to British agricultural conditions•

. HoweTer, as can be seen from the foregoing reports, some changes

'are necessary betore entire17 satisfactory pertormance from these

machines wlll be obtained in Western Canada.

The same lim!tations seem to apply to all the machines. They

will be listed here tor emphasis and to give an over-allviev ot the

tractors as they are marketed tod~.

Probably the most important criticism that applies to the machines

1s the lack of adequate protection from dust. Some tractor manufact

urers .have corrected this lim!tation to a certain extent, but it

appears that they have no conception of the quantity and size or dust

particle to which their machines are subjected. Further consideration

by the manufacturers concerned mus;t be g1ven to this point.

The lack or en adequate swi'nging drawbar must be emphasised.

Most or these tractors have been designed with integral hydraulic

systems and mounting deviees so that they may use mounted or sud

mounted equipment almost exclusivel)"_ On the Canadian prairies

where large machines are used, it is inadvisable to mount them. directl)"

to the tractor. Hence nearly allot the implements are drawn behind

the tractor. Swinging Ora:wbars, fastened well ahead ot the rear axle

housing are a necessity if satisfactory field operation is to 'be

obtained.
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GRAPHS

The following graphs are divided into two sections: Perform.

ance Curves and Fuel Distillations.

The Performance C'UrY8S sre the developed horsepower and torque

of the particular engine taken. at the nywheel. These are faeto17

curves andere included only to give a means of direct comparison

between the engines or the tractors.

The DfstUlation Curves are distillations on the fuels used in

the test work on the British tractors. other pertinent tuel specific

ations are also listed on the graphs.
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Comparatively s~l rear tire size is another limitation that

should receive serious consideration. Fortunatel,. this point is not

common to all Brittsh machines, but, where it does apply, some cor

rectivemeasurea should 'be cODsidered to increase the area ot contact

of the tire on the. ground.

Operator comfort must be considered in any design changes in a

machine. There is a definite buyer-user advantage in having large

and comfortable tractor seats, convenientl,. placed instruments and

controls which are easy to see and operate.

The field performance ot these machines has been quite good

with the exception of the previously mentioned suggestions. Thefuel

economies on the tested gasoline British machines aresomewhat·less

that the conventional American and Canadian lIlOd.~s.

There are mtm.y weights and types of hel even within the gasoline

range that are available to the user. He must be able to alter his

fuel-air ratio in order to obtain meximum economy and efficiency

from the fuel which he is using. Manual17 adjustable carburetors

seem to be the 'only satisfactory remedy to the fuel problem.

The fuel efficiencies ot the British Diesels are governed by the

particular design of the engine. The Perkins Diesel incorporates

what is known as a closed-type combustion chamber. That is, the ru.l

1s injected into a precombustion chamher tor the initial bu.riing in

8B etfort to absorb some of the immediate high pressure ~ the cast

iron head rather than have it cause extreme pressures on the pistODa,

connecting rods, and. bearings. This initia.l stage ot combustion

transfers heat f'rom the fuel directly to the cooling water instead

or converting 1t into mechanical work. This t1Pe ot combustion •



gives a smooth power stroke which is very desirable from an engine

vibration standpoint. Because of this initial .loss, the ruel effic

iency 1s slightly less than some American Diesel engines which do

not incorporate this system. The difference, hovever, is not enough

to arfeet operating costs appreciably.

The Field-Marshall Diesel operates on the two-stroke eycle

principle which is, as yet, Dot CODOn in an agricultural tractor.

It is not known exactly to what the relativel,. high h.el consumption

can be attributed.

In general, the British tractors are exceptionally well constructed

aulwill withstand years or use with the proper serrlcing precautions.

The suggestions made in this treatise are not intended.to criticise

a particular machine but more to offer construct!ve suggestions to the

British manufacturers in order that they may build machines that will

more nearly tit the needs of Canadian agriculture.
------_/
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